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Acquisition of the Company Kaspo Lab Sp. z o.o.
Precia Molen reports the acquisition at 100% of the company Kaspo Lab Sp. z o.o., a metrology
laboratory and service provider, located in Gdansk, Poland. The company is a specialist in legal
and voluntary metrology to the benefit of its industrial and commercial customers.
Being one of the most important players in its field throughout the territory of Poland, this
company perfectly complements the operations of Precia Molen in Poland where the Group
has now, with these two companies, an offer of products and services fully complete.
Kaspo Lab has an annual turnover of circa 3 million Polish Zlotys, the company employs about
20 employees in 6 locations and the transaction includes the purchase of a building that
houses the headquarters of the company and its metrological laboratory in Gdansk.
The company will be consolidated as of May 1, 2015.
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About Precia-Molen
PRECIA-MOLEN designs, manufactures, markets and maintains industrial weighing solutions and systems,
both static and dynamic, including continuous weighing and dosing systems, to a wide range of industries.
Key market sectors include heavy industry, e.g. mining, quarrying, steel production, environment and energy;
light industry, e.g., food processing, petrochemicals, transportation and logistics, as well as public sectors such as the
postal service and local authorities.
From design to after sales service PRECIA-MOLEN is able to provide total weighing solutions for all businesses having
a presence in 42 countries, which includes 13 commercial subsidiaries and a wide network of selling agents. There are
production sites in France, The Netherlands, India, the United Kingdom and Morocco. The Group pursues an extensive
research and innovation programme and has been granted an “Innovating Company” status by the French authority
Oseo.
Precia Molen is listed on NYSE Euronext's C compartment in Paris (code ISIN FR0000060832 - Mnemo: PREC).
More information on www.preciamolen.com

